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Key Takeaways

- The benefits of agglomeration economies are best summarized through three mechanisms: sharing, matching, and learning.

- Sharing infrastructure is more efficient for firms. It lowers transportation costs and enables firms to locate in closer proximity to customers.

- Agglomeration results in a larger, deeper, more specialized labor pool which enables workers to better match their skills to the needs of firms.

- Agglomeration creates knowledge spillovers in which firms and workers learn from each other. It also incentivizes investment in human capital because workers and firms are aware they will benefit from improved levels of skill and education.

- The most important drivers of agglomeration are an educated workforce and a skilled labor pool, followed by local input suppliers.

- Knowledge-based industries, where sharing ideas are central to the production process, benefit the most from agglomeration.

- Agglomeration effects occur at many different geographic levels, from the microgeographic (within buildings) to larger regional clusters.
Introduction

Businesses display a strong tendency to locate in specific geographic areas due to various opportunities and constraints for the firm. Shorter distances between firms leads to many economic advantages as a result of the agglomeration of economic activity (Rosenthal & Strange, 2003). Agglomeration can cause positive impacts for a variety of reasons, including knowledge spillovers, efficient allocation of infrastructure, proximity to customers, and a better matching of job opportunities and skills between firms and workers. The agglomeration of economic activity may be industry specific or composed of a variety of industries.

The impacts of agglomeration have been of interest to regional economists for over a century, yielding hundreds of studies focused on the impact of density and clustering. The purpose of this literature review is to provide a definition of agglomeration and outline the primary impacts of agglomeration on regional economies. Additionally, special attention is paid to the impact of agglomeration on firm entry decisions and particular industries, most notably manufacturing. This literature review finds that the impact of agglomeration can occur even on small geographic levels. However, certain conditions, such as a skilled workforce and willingness to invest in necessary infrastructure, increase the impacts of agglomeration.

Defining Agglomeration

Agglomeration refers to the clustering of firms together in a particular geographic area. Agglomeration economies describe the mechanisms that cause employees and firms to co-locate geographically. Agglomeration economies occur when a number of firms producing similar or complementary goods locate near one another, which, in turn, produces positive externalities for those firms (Porter, 1998). There are two primary types of agglomeration economies: those that result from industry concentration (localization economies) and those that result from the density of economic activity in an area (urbanization economies) (Cohen, et al., 2008).

The scope and strength of the impacts of agglomeration economies are determined by what type of agglomeration is created. For example, agglomeration economies that arise from the close proximity and interaction of firms (urbanization), may find the impact of agglomeration declines over distance (Audretsch & Feldman, 2004; van Soest et al., 2006). The benefits of urbanization economies occur because of the cost savings for firms located near other firms in different industries. The implication of this is that due to the size of a place, firms have access to a wide portfolio of goods and services (i.e. accounting, design, legal services) outside of their industry. The benefits of localization economies occur because of the cost savings for firms located near other firms of the same industry. The implication of this is that firms are able to share infrastructure and develop a specialized labor pool for their industry.

The benefits of agglomeration economies can be summarized through three mechanisms: sharing, matching, and learning. Firms receive benefits from sharing facilities, infrastructure,
suppliers, and a labor pool. Firms and workers are better able to match their skills and needs in a larger or more specialized labor pool. In addition, firms can learn about new technologies and business practices more readily in a larger market (Duranton & Puga, 2004).

**Sharing**

One benefit of agglomeration is the capacity to share infrastructure, which often have fixed costs regardless of the number of users. Larger cities with a higher number of users can utilize infrastructure more efficiently. Both transport and telecommunications infrastructure increase in value as a public investment as the density of the network increases because the large upfront costs incentivize sharing (Giuliano, et al., 2019). Within this framework, a one-time public investment becomes self-sustaining due to agglomeration economies (Kline & Moretti, 2014).

One reason agglomeration produces increases in productivity is because proximity to customers and suppliers reduces transportation costs. Transportation networks are an important determinant of the location decision of firms (Eberts & McMillen, 1999). The new economic geography literature highlights that it is more economically efficient to produce goods downstream near the point of consumption (Glaeser & Kerr, 2009, Ellison, Glaeser, & Kerr, 2010). Improvements in transportation that bring firms closer together both reduce the cost of such infrastructure and enhance the benefits of agglomeration (Eberts & McMillen, 1999).

However, some studies have found that transportation investments may have weakened agglomeration economies by dispersing growth away from denser urban areas (Haughwout, 1999). Transport costs have declined throughout the twentieth century, which has historically been associated with decreases in urban densities (Muller, 2017). Within cities some locations are easier to reach as a result of factors such as better road access, congestion, and distance, which may impact the benefits of living in large agglomerations (Gerritse & Arribas-Bel, 2018).

**Matching**

Agglomeration economies offer better job opportunities for people with higher levels of education, which offers a better match between workers and their jobs. This is particularly true of urbanized agglomerations; larger cities have a larger labor pool which makes it easier for firms to find qualified workers. Metropolitan areas with higher levels of density and greater levels of human capital stock are the most likely to receive gains from agglomeration. Agglomeration in areas with unskilled workers do not produce the same positive benefits (Abel et. al., 2012). The larger the labor pool, the more diverse and specialized it becomes (Backman & Kohlhase, 2013). Additionally, larger cities disproportionally attract both high- and low-skilled workers. The productivity of high-skilled workers is enhanced by the providers of low-skilled services (Eekhout et al., 2014).
Localized agglomerations have also been shown to benefit from matching. One study in the Cleveland-Akron Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area (CMSA) found that industries derive agglomeration economies in shared labor, primarily in the lower-skilled production-related occupations (Fagan, 2000). When a new job is generated in the tradable sector of a local economy, a significant number of new jobs are often estimated to be created in the nontradable sector of the local economy. The greater the concentration of industries, particularly in manufacturing, the higher the multiplier is for new job creation (Kazekami, 2017).

**Learning**

One of the primary benefits of agglomeration is that it decreases the cost of generating new ideas and exchanging information. Knowledge spillovers occur when close proximity and face-to-face contact among individuals and firms leads to the faster spread of new ideas, which in turn leads to innovation. When information is imperfect, changes quickly, or is not easily codified, agglomeration has been shown to be especially important for enhancing productivity (Storper & Venables, 2004).

Two primary benefits may be occurring in more skilled areas. First, workers are learning from each other more quickly. Second, the rate of technological change may be faster. Together these effects interact to spur the knowledge agglomeration of skilled cities (Glaeser & Resseger, 2010). Employers in larger labor markets are more likely to invest in technology because they know they can find the specialized employees needed to work within the firm. Meanwhile, employees are more likely to invest in human capital because they know that will be valued in the labor market (Acemoglu, 1997).

Across countries and regions, city size is positively correlated with higher levels of productivity (Ahrend et. al., 2017). Several studies have shown a positive relationship between productivity and wages and more densely populated areas (Head & Mayer, 2004). One theory for the increased level of productivity is that individuals that live in urban areas are better equipped with skills and educational levels that make the population, on average, more productive (Rosenthal & Strange, 2003). Areas with lower skill levels do not receive the same benefits from agglomeration regarding productivity.

**Impacts of Agglomeration**

Firm location, and therefore employment location, is shaped by a variety of factors including transportation costs and economies of scale (Niu et al., 2015). The location decision of firms is not determined by population size, but rather by diverse economies with proximity to downstream and upstream firms, and an educated workforce. Firms already in the industry of that firm have also been found to be drivers of location decisions. Agglomeration rates are higher between economically similar industries, which may suggest that both physical proximity and economic linkages play an important role in location decision (Ellison et al., 2010). Rural areas with higher agglomeration endowments can be equally attractive for firms when making location decisions. (Artz et al., 2016).
For first-time foreign entrants into the United States, the agglomeration of skilled workers and potential knowledge spillovers were more attractive in location decisions than specialized suppliers. (Alcácer & Chung, 2014).

The most important mechanism for firm entry into new places is labor market pooling, the extent to which workers possess a specialized knowledge base covering a wide range of topics, followed by input sharing. This is especially true when examining firm choices between larger geographies (between cities) (Jofre-Monseny, et al., 2011). However, this primarily applies to R&D intensive firms. Firms that were less technologically inclined were less attracted to skilled labor pools and specialized suppliers (Alacer & Chung, 2014).

Other scholars have found sectoral specialization is not an important decision for firm entry into certain geographic areas, but rather increases in local demand for products, a more diversified economy, and better qualified labor encourage the entry of firms into particular areas (Holl, 2004). For manufacturing start-ups, local labor pools were the most important determinant of firm location, followed by input suppliers and customer linkages (Glaeser & Kerr, 2009). Manufacturing plants have been found to be more productive in cities with higher human capital (Moretti, 2004).

The impact of density is greatest among knowledge-based industries such as Professional Services, Arts and Entertainment, Information, and Finance, where sharing ideas are central to the production process (Abel et. al., 2012). Workers in information-oriented and technical fields (e.g. science, technology, and engineering) earn higher hourly wage rates when in close proximity to other workers in such fields than workers in less information-oriented and technical fields (Liu, 2017). In the high-tech sector, the number of establishments in an industry is positively associated with increased productivity. However, in the industries with less R&D, the number of establishments matters less (Audretsch & Feldman, 2004). Firms in Construction, Finance and Insurance, Professional Services, and Administrative Services are more likely to locate in economic centers than other areas (Niu et al., 2015).

The availability of locally supplied inputs is an important factor in creating industrial clusters (Overman & Puga, 2009). Manufacturing firms located in areas with many manufacturing establishments in the same industry use more purchased intermediate inputs than similar manufacturing establishments in areas with fewer firms in the same industry (Holmes, 1999). Greater regional diversity of firms has been found to reduce the closure of businesses in the case of economic shock (Power & Ryan, 2019).

**Scale of Agglomeration**

It is often implicitly assumed that agglomeration economies operate at the “metropolitan level.” However, cities are not monocentric, but rather polycentric and the effects of agglomeration are not uniform across cities. Rather, within cities there may be multiple agglomeration clusters (Agarawal et al., 2012). There is evidence to suggest that agglomeration occurs at many different geographic levels (Giuliano & Yuan, 2019). Within the manufacturing sector, strong localization effects have been found at the zip code level.
(Rosenthal & Strong, 2003). It is at the very local level (within cities) that knowledge spillovers become important (Jofre-Monseny, et al., 2011). Agglomeration has been shown to increase wages across medium distances (three to six miles), but not around short distances (less than three miles) (Verstraten et al., 2019).

Even at microgeographic levels, agglomeration has been found to be important. Take, for example, specialized buildings in small business districts that are already specialized such as banking and finance establishments located on Wall Street. When an anchor firm is present in a particular industry, other establishments within a two-block radius of the anchor firm show 15% to 18% higher employment in the anchor firm’s industry (Liu et al., 2018). Even within buildings, employment per square foot of office space is higher when the building contains multiple establishments of the same industry on the same floor (Liu et al., 2020).

Improvements in information technology have still created agglomeration economies that operate both broadly and within narrow spatial spaces. There is a benefit to proximity at even smaller levels including the neighborhood, building, and even within building (Rosenthal & Strange, 2019). Agglomeration increases the level of productivity in cities independent of the characteristics of the inhabitants of the city (Ahrend et. al., 2017). However, while this is true on the aggregate, there is significant heterogeneity among firm productivity within cities (Behrens et al., 2014)

**Conclusion**

Across the various threads of literature, two dominant threads emerge to maximize the benefits for agglomeration. First, the need for a skilled workforce arises for the impact of agglomeration to be felt. Education plays a key role in boosting the opportunities for individuals to move up the economic ladder and is an important driver for creating the skills needed for a robust local labor market. Better educated and trained workers reinforce the benefits of agglomeration, providing a deeper labor pool, employers with workers with needed skills, and a continually learning workforce.

Additionally, investments in the infrastructure needed for agglomeration to occur are increasingly becoming important. The degree to which economic activity is concentrated is a result of transport costs, firm-level economies of scale, and the mobility of the factors of production (Krugman, 1991). Improved transport systems within cities have been found to facilitate the spatial concentration of firms (Ghani, Goswani, & Kerr, 2016). Roads work to enhance productivity in cities by increasing overall employment (Duranton & Turner, 2012). Additionally, investments in transportation work to lower the cost of labor and intermediate goods for firms (Venables, 2007). Improved intercity transportation networks have been found to increase the wages earned in the service sector (Chandra & Thompson, 2000) and boost the wages of skilled manufacturing workers (Michaels, 2008). Investment in infrastructure such as roadways provide an important role in facilitating agglomeration by connecting workers with employment centers and employers with skilled workers.
There are many benefits of agglomeration including increased employment, wages, and productivity. When industries cluster, the productivity of firms located next to each other is enhanced. More recent literature has shown that this clustering is not only beneficial at the metropolitan level; the benefits of agglomeration occur all the way down to the building level. This would suggest that small changes in neighborhood spaces can help spur positive agglomerative effects.
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